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Stainless Steel, Concrete 

We have a real soft spot for Spanish wines, and we’re always excited when new producers 
fighting the good au naturel fight land in our market. Assís Suriol’s wines landed last week, 
just in time to make it into your hands via wine club this month! The Suriol’s story is a bit 
conventional for Europe and yet also unconventional, like their wine! The Suriol family has 
been farming the land where the estate is based since the 1600s. This deep familial 
connection to the land is not out of the ordinary for many European winemakers, but it’s a 
special relationship that’s developed over time, generations, between the land and the 
family that we cannot deny. What’s unconventional is that in the 1990s the Suriols took the 
hugely consequential step of converting their vineyards back to a completely organic and 
nature based system. Since then, they have incorporated biodynamic practices and heavily 
limit the use of extra sulfur in the winemaking process. Perhaps Assís says it best,  
 
“The decisions we make are unique for each vine. We never apply general recipes to our 
vineyards, only Mediterranean viticulture based on ecology and the wisdom of our farming 
ancestors,” he says. “For us, the most important thing is not the certification, but a clean 
conscience and staying true to the local philosophy.”  
 
The Azimut line of wines comes from a cooperation of the Suriol family, and their land, and 
their neighboring vineyards as well. Azimut is named after the Arabic word for direction and 
it denotes the direction the Suriol’s are taking with not just their project but by guiding their 
neighbors toward more organic and holistic farming as well. The neighbors can now sell their 
grapes, knowing they’ll have a buyer for a more expensive and labor intensive product, and 
the Suriol’s can use those grapes to make more wine to sell. It speaks to the leadership 
mentality of “a rising tide lifts all boats'' that the Suriol’s have. This red is meant to be 
approachable and fun but it’s also bodied and so generous on the palate with not just fruit 
but a sturdy earthy backbone. We hope you enjoy it as much as we do! 
 
 
Dark on the fruit side with a nice herby and tobacco finish.   

Cellers de Can Suriol, “Azimut” Mataró Red 2018 

Tempranillo, Gamatxa (Garnacha), Monastrell, 
Syrah, Samsó (Carignan) 

Pendès, Spain 

Practicing Organic 

Calcareous Clay 
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